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  Retro Frankenstein Jr Notebook Tacit Knowledge,2021-07-29 Retro Frankenstein Jr Notebook This 120-page notebook features A matte finish for a sleek and elegant finish A cover page for your name and other
details 120-page journal notebook 6 x 9 size for easy storage #55 quality white writing pads Looking for a notebook for kids, for men, women, students, teens, and for girls? Check out this journal and spiral, wide ruled
planner for an excellent composition or writing down random ideas and thoughts. This college ruled journal makes for amazing gifts and diaries, too! It can also be used for note taking, for school, and for daily or weekly
diaries. It's more than just a small and cute diary, though, but also a venue to spark creativity. Use it for a blog log or drafting a new book. What else not? This notebook for everyone makes an amazing channel for
expressing an idea and letting out one's thoughts. Use it as a dream log or record, highlight travels or bucket lists, and notes. There are so many uses than one for this journal that brings out your creative side and that
let you to simply be you. After all, writing also reduces stress, while increasing happiness. Check it out and discover more ways than one to unleash your creativity!
  Edison's Frankenstein Frederick C. Wiebel,2009-12 THE COMPLETE TORTUROUS STORY of the 1910 film version of Frankenstein is narrated in this 100th Anniversary edition. Everything you ever wanted to know
about the classic first Frankenstein film and then some. This highly researched document begins in the dusty archives of Thomas A. Edison and follows a trail of evidence that leads through the tattered pages of pre-
Hollywood film history. The story unfolds of the making of the film and its disappearance on to the actual re-discovery of the long-lost 1910 Frankenstein film starring Charles Ogle, Augustus Phillips, and Mary Fuller,
and finally getting it released on DVD. Helped step-by-step with obscure Edison Manufacturing Co. documents and numerous rare photographs, many published for the very first time, this motion picture, its unknown
impact on later Frankenstein films and intertextuality are finally revealed and brought back to life. Created in a style that appeals to all audiences, author Wiebel brings forth a living book from dead tissues. Edison's
Frankenstein stands on its own in the world of horror filmography and is a welcome edition to any library. Of the over 400 books on Frankenstein that I have in my library, this is the gem of my collection and the one
I've been waiting for. - Forrest J. Ackerman
  Future Quest Presents (2017-) #12 Jeff Parker,2018-07-18 We saved the biggest for last: a long-abandoned gene-splicing project created by Dr. Zin has been reactivated, and even the F.E.A.R. agents who
brought it back to life can no longer stop it! Who can? How about Buzz Conroy and Frankenstein Jr.!
  Distressed Retro Frankenstein Jr Hanna Barbera Notebook Kimiko Usukura,2021-12-25 Distressed Retro Frankenstein Jr Hanna Barbera Notebook 120-Page Wide Ruled, Quality Paper, Ideal Gifts For Kids, Teens,
And Students; Perfect For Men And Women And Journaling Best Used For Note Taking, For Work Or For School Do you want to take notes from what you have learned? It is so easy! Write them down in this college
ruled, spiral notebook for girls and for men as well as teens, kids, and students. Writing can promote a better recall and memory retention. If you're a parent who wants to ensure your kids can practice and develop their
writing skills fast and get them into the habit, you might want to introduce them to writing in diaries, daily or weekly. Product highlights and benefits ✅120 pages of quality paper ✅6 x 9 inches size ✅Modern and cute
cover page design ✅Matte and sleek finish for a modern appeal and look ✅Perfect for holiday gifts, anniversaries, Halloween, graduations, and weddings ✅Writing pads for brainstorming, journaling, and blogging ✅Ideal
as a planner ✅Can be used for school or for work Improve memory with journal writing! Whether you're a man or a woman, you can benefit from writing gratitude and happiness notes. Kids and teens can also enhance
learning and get into the habit of writing a composition, poems, and stories with a notebook like this. Get one today!
  Character-Based Film Series Part 2 Terry Rowan,2016
  Hollywood Monsters & Creepy Things Terry Rowan,2016-10-14 The story about Hollywood monsters, vampires, zombies, werewolfs, phantoms, mummies, and ghouls of literture - and how they went Hollywood.
Classic monsters are primarily the creatures of lagend, touched by the supernatural or created by the madness of men who ventures where no man should go, the good olf monsters who lurked in gloomy settings of
Central European villages, ancient castles and tombs, moulding mansions and stone laboratories filled mazes of bewilding equipment and sounds of hummimgs of electricty, in dark nights and violent storms. From A to
Z - Hollywood Monsters inspired by Edgar Allan Poe, Bram Stoker and Mary Shelley.
  The Frankenstein Film Sourcebook Caroline Picart,Frank Smoot,Jayne Blodgett,2001-06-30 The endurance of the Frankenstein narrative as a modern cinematic myth is undeniable. Its flexibility has produced
classic and contemporary horror film-most notably the Universal films of the thirties-but it has also resulted in unusual hybrids, such as musical horror-comedy (The Rocky Horror Picture Show), hyperbolic parody
(Flesh for Frankenstein), and science fiction (the Alien and Terminator series). This sourcebook provides a complete guide to all of the story's filmic incarnations-including essential information such as cast, creative
personnel, and plot summaries-and also guides the reader to relevant primary texts such as scripts, posters, production histories, and newspaper clippings. Utilizing an approach that is both popular and scholarly, and
including spotlight essays that deal with contemporary academic approaches to the subject, The Frankenstein Film Sourcebook reveals the depth of the cinematic range of interpretations of a classic modern myth.
Comprehensive in its scope, The Frankenstein Film Sourcebook provides an alphabetical guide to two hundred films that incorporate the Frankenstein narrative. It also delves into both primary and secondary
perspectives and includes discussions of aspects of the films, such as their depiction of women, which is relevant to current scholarly critiques.
  Television Introductions Vincent Terrace,2013-11-07 Since the beginning of network television, many shows have been preceded by an opening announcement or a theme song that served various purposes. In
Television Introductions: Narrated TV Program Openings, Vincent Terrace has assembled openings for more than 900 television shows of the past seven decades. The only documented history of narrated television
program introductions, this volume is arranged by various types of programming, such as comedies, dramas, westerns, game shows, soap operas, and children’s shows. In addition to quoting the opening material,
entries include information about each show’s network history, years of broadcast, and show type. Many entries also include descriptions of the show, the names of announcers, and a list of main cast members. A
comprehensive resource for researchers and pop culture aficionados alike, Television Introductions provides a fascinating look at this neglected part of TV history.
  Frankenstein Susan Tyler Hitchcock,2007-10-30 This lively history of the Frankenstein myth, illuminated by dozens of pictures and illustrations, is told with skill and humor. Hitchcock uses film, literature, history,
science, and even punk music to help readers understand the meaning of this monster made by man.
  Young Frankenstein: A Mel Brooks Book Mel Brooks,2016-10-18 Mel Brooks' own words telling all about the players, the filming, and studio antics during the production of this great comedy classic. The book is
alive and teeming with hundreds of photos, original interviews, and hilarious commentary. Young Frankenstein was made with deep respect for the craft and history of cinema-and for the power of a good
schwanzstucker joke. This picture-driven book, written by one of the greatest comedy geniuses of all time, takes readers inside the classic film's marvelous creation story via never-before-seen black and white and color
photography from the set and contemporary interviews with the cast and crew, most notably, legendary writer-director Mel Brooks. With access to more than 225 behind-the-scenes photos and production stills, and
with captions written by Brooks, this book will also rely on interviews with gifted director of photography Gerald Hirschfeld, Academy Award-winning actress Cloris Leachman and veteran producer Michael Gruskoff.
Mel Brooks is an American film director, screenwriter, comedian, actor, producer, composer and songwriter. Brooks is best known as a creator of broad film farces and comic parodies including The Producers, The
Twelve Chairs, Blazing Saddles, Young Frankenstein, Silent Movie, High Anxiety, History of the World, Part I, Spaceballs and Robin Hood: Men in Tights. More recently, he had a smash hit on Broadway with the musical
adaptation of his first film, The Producers. An EGOT winner, he received a Kennedy Center Honor in 2009, the 41st AFI Life Achievement Award in June 2013, and a British Film Institute Fellowship in March 2015.
Three of Brooks' classics have appeared on AFI's 100 Years...100 Laughs list. Blazing Saddles at number 6, The Producers at number 11, and Young Frankenstein at number 13. Judd Apatow is one of the most important
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comic minds of his generation. He wrote and directed the films The 40-Year-Old Virgin (co-written with Steve Carell), Knocked Up, Funny People, and This Is 40, and his producing credits include Superbad,
Bridesmaids, and Anchorman. Apatow is the executive producer of HBO's Girls.
  What Is the Story of Frankenstein? Sheila Keenan,Who HQ,2019-08-13 Your favorite characters are now part of the Who HQ library! One of the most iconic monsters of all time comes to life in our What Is the
Story Of? series. From his origins in Mary Shelley's 1818 novel, through his many movie portrayals in the twentieth century, Frankenstein is one of the most recognizable characters in the world. His iconic look is a go-
to Halloween costume for kids and adults alike. But how did the mad scientist and his creation become so popular? Author Sheila Keenan explains his spooky origin story, the history of the movies, and what lies ahead
for this monstrous creature.
  Frankenstein Takes The Cake Adam Rex,2017-07-18 No one ever said it was easy being a monster. Take Frankenstein, for instance: He just wants to marry his undead bride in peace, but his best man, Dracula, is
freaking out about the garlic bread. Then there’s the Headless Horseman, who wishes everyone would stop drooling over his delicious pumpkin head. And can someone please tell Edgar Allan Poe to get the door already
before the raven completely loses it? Sheesh. In a wickedly funny follow-up to the bestselling Frankenstein Makes a Sandwich, Adam Rex once again proves that monsters are just like you and me. (Well, sort of.)
  Frankenstein Resurrected Joseph Covino, Jr.,2005-01-01 Frankenstein Resurrected is the first part to an ambitious epic trilogy creatively adapting and combining the characters and scenarios of the celebrated
horror classics, Frankenstein and Dracula, preserving the original stories of both perfectly intact without corrupting or distorting either. This initial entry sets the stage for a literally soul-searching retelling of the
Frankenstein tale-a provocative saga of ultimate human arrogance and inevitable vengeance as monster challenges his maker-by fleshing out those narrative elements which Mary Shelley only sketched while directly
confronting what she carefully skirted: the deeply profound mystery and secret of the human spirit itself.
  FrankenZine #2 S Gafford,2017-10-05 FRANKENZINE: The Zine All Things Frankenstein returns for a long-awaited second issue with articles on Frankenstein models, the classic film JESSE JAMES MEETS
FRANKENSTEIN'S DAUGHTER and the Hanna-Barbera FRANKENSTEIN, JR cartoon from the 60s! Lavishly illustrated with many photos and artwork!
  Distressed Retro Frankenstein Jr Notebook Rob Wilkinson,2021-09-21 Distressed Retro Frankenstein Jr Notebook Wide ruled 120-page, 6 x 9 inches premium-quality paper for men and women, boys and for
girls, teens, students, and kids. This notebook is one of the bestsellers in the category for its amazing features and design. Perfect for all occasions Halloween, Thanksgiving Day, Mother's Day, Father's Day, graduation,
wedding, anniversaries, promotion, birthday and just about any given day For all ages ✅For men and women, girls, boys, kids, teen, students All industries ✅Writing, engineering, translation, design, film, creative arts,
administrative work, etc. What are its features? ✅Quality cover design ✅Modern, cute, small and elegant notebook ✅Perfect as gifts for girls and boys ✅Daily or weekly diaries for school ✅Ideal for note taking and
brainstorming A journal offers plenty of benefits! If you're trying to lose weight or count calories, you can easily use this notebook to write notes and figures. It is also best for travel diaries in which to write about your
experiences in other people and place's traditions and cultures. Journals like this college ruled notebook also let you write a composition about your dreams, life goals, and aspirations. Writing let out your emotions;
thus, you will feel lighter especially if you're having a bad day. Students looking to remember what they have learned can also use it for note taking and for school activities. Overall, this spiral notebook is one of the
best gifts to give yourself or someone special. Buy one today!
  Adapting Frankenstein Dennis R. Cutchins,Dennis R. Perry,2018-08-06 This edited collection explores the afterlife of Mary Shelley's Frankenstein in theatre and film, radio, literature and graphics novels, making
a substantial contribution to the field of adaptation studies.
  The Frankenstein Archive Donald F. Glut,2015-09-11 Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley’s classic novel Frankenstein: or, The Modern Prometheus, first published in 1818, started a phenomeon that has survived the years
and permeated many aspects of popular culture. It has spawned numerous films, television programs, books, comics, stage presentations, and the like, and continues to do so today. Like the Frankenstein Monster, this
work is made up of many individual parts, some of which are quite different in their specific themes, but all of which relate to Frankenstein in some way. They consider the untold true story of Frankenstein, Glenn
Strange’s portrayals of the Monster, the portrayals of lesser-known actors who played the character, Peter Cushing and his role as Baron (and Dr.) Frankenstein, the classic film Young Frankenstein co-written by Mel
Brooks and Gene Wilder (who also starred in it), the battles between do-gooders and the Monster and other horror figures, Frankenstein in cartoons—and much more. Each of the 15 essays, all written by the author, is
prefaced with explanatory notes that place the essay in its historical perspective, comment on its origin and content, and where appropriate, supplement the text with new, additional, or otherwise relevant information.
Richly illustrated.
  Heritage Comics Signature Auction #814 Ivy Press,2004-10
  Encyclopedia of Television Shows, 1925 through 2010, 2d ed. Vincent Terrace,2014-01-10 This fully updated and expanded edition covers over 10,200 programs, making it the most comprehensive
documentation of television programs ever published. In addition to covering the standard network and cable entertainment genres, the book also covers programs generally not covered elsewhere in print (or even
online), including Internet series, aired and unaired pilot films, erotic series, gay and lesbian series, risqué cartoons and experimental programs from 1925 through 1945.
  Kevin Conran's Sky Captain and The Art of Tomorrow Kevin Conran,2022-02-23 SKY CAPTAIN & THE WORLD OF TOMORROW burst into the sky and onto theater screens in 2004. With it came groundbreaking
methods and techniques that would change the way movies were made. The real story behind the film began many years earlier and in Kevin Conran’s Art of Sky Captain & The World of Tomorrow, fans will be treated
to behind-the-scenes stories marking the movie’s unique journey to the screen. As the first of its kind, this landmark film embraced the look and feel of the old serials even as it pushed the boundaries of modern
filmmaking technology. The film would inspire a whole new generation of creators eager to adopt its innovative techniques—techniques that are now commonplace in every studio in Hollywood and around the world.
Featuring the revolutionary artistic contributions of the film’s principle visual architect, this stunning collection of Kevin Conran's trailblazing illustrations and designs includes incomplete, unpublished and never-
before-seen work. This comprehensive retrospective is the first official collection of the film’s artwork sourced from Kevin Conran’s private collection and spanning over 20 years of the movie's history
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Frankenstein Jr Introduction

Free PDF Books and Manuals for Download: Unlocking Knowledge at
Your Fingertips In todays fast-paced digital age, obtaining valuable
knowledge has become easier than ever. Thanks to the internet, a vast
array of books and manuals are now available for free download in

PDF format. Whether you are a student, professional, or simply an avid
reader, this treasure trove of downloadable resources offers a wealth
of information, conveniently accessible anytime, anywhere. The advent
of online libraries and platforms dedicated to sharing knowledge has
revolutionized the way we consume information. No longer confined to
physical libraries or bookstores, readers can now access an extensive
collection of digital books and manuals with just a few clicks. These
resources, available in PDF, Microsoft Word, and PowerPoint formats,
cater to a wide range of interests, including literature, technology,
science, history, and much more. One notable platform where you can
explore and download free Frankenstein Jr PDF books and manuals is
the internets largest free library. Hosted online, this catalog compiles
a vast assortment of documents, making it a veritable goldmine of
knowledge. With its easy-to-use website interface and customizable
PDF generator, this platform offers a user-friendly experience,
allowing individuals to effortlessly navigate and access the information
they seek. The availability of free PDF books and manuals on this
platform demonstrates its commitment to democratizing education and
empowering individuals with the tools needed to succeed in their
chosen fields. It allows anyone, regardless of their background or
financial limitations, to expand their horizons and gain insights from
experts in various disciplines. One of the most significant advantages
of downloading PDF books and manuals lies in their portability. Unlike
physical copies, digital books can be stored and carried on a single
device, such as a tablet or smartphone, saving valuable space and
weight. This convenience makes it possible for readers to have their
entire library at their fingertips, whether they are commuting,
traveling, or simply enjoying a lazy afternoon at home. Additionally,
digital files are easily searchable, enabling readers to locate specific
information within seconds. With a few keystrokes, users can search
for keywords, topics, or phrases, making research and finding relevant
information a breeze. This efficiency saves time and effort,
streamlining the learning process and allowing individuals to focus on
extracting the information they need. Furthermore, the availability of
free PDF books and manuals fosters a culture of continuous learning.
By removing financial barriers, more people can access educational
resources and pursue lifelong learning, contributing to personal
growth and professional development. This democratization of
knowledge promotes intellectual curiosity and empowers individuals to
become lifelong learners, promoting progress and innovation in
various fields. It is worth noting that while accessing free
Frankenstein Jr PDF books and manuals is convenient and cost-
effective, it is vital to respect copyright laws and intellectual property
rights. Platforms offering free downloads often operate within legal
boundaries, ensuring that the materials they provide are either in the
public domain or authorized for distribution. By adhering to copyright
laws, users can enjoy the benefits of free access to knowledge while
supporting the authors and publishers who make these resources
available. In conclusion, the availability of Frankenstein Jr free PDF
books and manuals for download has revolutionized the way we access
and consume knowledge. With just a few clicks, individuals can

explore a vast collection of resources across different disciplines, all
free of charge. This accessibility empowers individuals to become
lifelong learners, contributing to personal growth, professional
development, and the advancement of society as a whole. So why not
unlock a world of knowledge today? Start exploring the vast sea of free
PDF books and manuals waiting to be discovered right at your
fingertips.

FAQs About Frankenstein Jr Books

How do I know which eBook platform is the best for me? Finding the
best eBook platform depends on your reading preferences and device
compatibility. Research different platforms, read user reviews, and
explore their features before making a choice. Are free eBooks of good
quality? Yes, many reputable platforms offer high-quality free eBooks,
including classics and public domain works. However, make sure to
verify the source to ensure the eBook credibility. Can I read eBooks
without an eReader? Absolutely! Most eBook platforms offer web-
based readers or mobile apps that allow you to read eBooks on your
computer, tablet, or smartphone. How do I avoid digital eye strain
while reading eBooks? To prevent digital eye strain, take regular
breaks, adjust the font size and background color, and ensure proper
lighting while reading eBooks. What the advantage of interactive
eBooks? Interactive eBooks incorporate multimedia elements, quizzes,
and activities, enhancing the reader engagement and providing a more
immersive learning experience. Frankenstein Jr is one of the best book
in our library for free trial. We provide copy of Frankenstein Jr in
digital format, so the resources that you find are reliable. There are
also many Ebooks of related with Frankenstein Jr. Where to download
Frankenstein Jr online for free? Are you looking for Frankenstein Jr
PDF? This is definitely going to save you time and cash in something
you should think about.
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The First-Time Manager by McCormick, Jim The book addresses the
needs of new managers and it does a very good job at point out the
most common mistakes new managers make and how to avoid them.
But it's ... The First-Time Manager The trusted management classic
and go-to guide for anyone facing new responsibilities as a first-time
manager. Learn to conquer every challenge like a seasoned ... The
First-Time Manager (First-Time Manager Series) Learn to conquer
every challenge like a seasoned pro with the clear, candid advice in
The First-Time Manager. For nearly four decades, this expert guide
has ... The First-Time Manager by Jim McCormick, Paperback The
updated seventh edition delivers new information that helps you
manage across generations, use online performance appraisal tools,
persuade with stories, ... The First-time Manager by Loren B. Belker
Clear and concise, the book covers all the fundamentals you need for
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success, with indispensable advice on topics including hiring and
firing, leadership, ... The First-Time Manager - Audiobook The trusted
management classic and go to guide for anyone facing new
responsibilities as a first time manager. Learn to conquer every
challenge like a pro ... The First-Time Manager - Loren B. Belker, Jim
McCormick ... The First-Time Manager is the answer, dispensing the
bottom-line wisdom they need to succeed. A true management classic,
the book covers essential topics such ... 5 Pieces of Advice for First-
Time Managers Jun 2, 2022 — 1) Build a culture of feedback from the
start. · 2) Know that trust is given, not earned. · 3) Create team rituals
to build trust with your ... The First-Time Manager: Leading Through
Crisis Sep 5, 2023 — Paul Falcone, author of 101 Tough Conversations
to Have with Employees and HR and leadership expert will help you
master unforeseen challenges ... Press Release - 8th Edition of the
European Pharmacopoeia ... Medicines are indispensable for ensuring
patients' health and access to good-quality medicines and healthcare is
a basic human right. The European ... European pharmacopoeia 8.0 :
published in accordance ... Edition: 8th ed ; Publisher: European
Directorate for the Quality of Medicines & Healthcare, Council of
Europe, Strasbourg, 2013-14. European Pharmacopoeia: Books
European Pharmacopoeia 8th Edition 2014 -2016 Print. by European
Pharmacopoeia. Hardcover. THE 8TH EDITION OF THE EUROPEAN
PHARMACOPOEIA ... Jul 12, 2013 — pharmacopoeial standards. The
upcoming 8th Edition of the European Pharmacopoeia contains more
than 2220 monographs and. 340 general chapters ... European
Pharmacopoeia 8th Edition 2014 Print (Volume ... European
Pharmacopoeia 8th Edition 2014 Print (Volume 8.0 ,8.1 and 8.2) -
ISBN 10: 9287175276 - ISBN 13: 9789287175274 - Hardcover.
Technical Guide for the elaboration of monographs Apr 2, 2022 — 8th

Edition. 2022. European Directorate for the Quality of ... Elaboration
of a European Pharmacopoeia (hereinafter the “European
Pharmacopoeia. European Pharmacopoeia 8 0 : Free Download,
Borrow ... Feb 17, 2017 — Volumes 1 and 2 of this publication 8.0
constitute the 8 th Edition of the European Pharmacopoeia. They will
be complemented by non-cumulative ... European Pharmacopoeia 8th
Edition Jan 15, 2014 — European Pharmacopoeia 8th Edition ·
Identification A: requirement for elasticity deleted since test cannot be
performed on all types of rubber ... European Pharmacopoeia 8th ed
(8.0 + supp 8.1 & 8.2 ... European Pharmacopoeia 8th ed (8.0 + supp
8.1 & 8.2) (PUB200093). Language: English. Approximative price
450.00 €. Subject to availability at the publisher. European
Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.) The Ph. Eur. Commission · Groups of experts
and working parties · European Pharmacopoeia 11th Edition. Focus.
Biotherapeutics · Alternatives to animal testing ( ... From the Ground
Up Generations of pilots owe their fundamental knowledge of flight
theory and practice to the publication, From the Ground Up. Re-
written and expanded by Aviation ... Aviation from the Ground Up by
G. B. Manly First Edition - Cloth - Frederick J. Drake & Co., Chicago -
1929 - Condition: Very Good - 373 pages, many illustrations, mildly
soiled. appears to be oil. Aviation From The Ground Up Aviation From
The Ground Up ... This is the second revised ed., 1960; ex-lib., with
usual marks and labels; 160 p., clean and otherwise unmarked; many
period ... Aviation From the Ground Up by Floherty, John. Book details
· Print length. 160 pages · Language. English · Publisher. Lippincott,
1950. · Publication date. January 1, 1950 · See all details. Aviation
From the Ground Up: A Practical Instruction and ... Aviation From the
Ground Up: A Practical Instruction and Reference Work on Aviation
and Allied Subjects. By: Manly, G.B.. Price: $13.50. Aviation from the

Ground Up: A Practical Instruction and ... G. B. Manly. 1942 hardcover
published by Frederick J. Drake & Co., Chicago. Illustrated with
diagrams and black-and-white photographs. From the Ground Up -
30th Edition Aviation Publishers hopes that readers will be satisfied
that From the Ground Up remains positioned as the foremost source
for aeronautical content worldwide. Aviation from the Ground Up
Aviation from the Ground Up: A Practical Instruction and Reference
Work on Aviation and Allied Subjects, Including Theory of Flight,
Details of Airplane ... Book From The Ground Up From The Ground Up
; Publisher · Aviation Publishers; 29th edition (January 1, 2011) ;
Author(s): A.F. MacDonald ; Format · Paperback, 371 pages ; ISBN ·
9780973003635. Aviation from the Ground Up by G. B. Manly - 1st
Edition Aviation from the Ground Up ; Or just $18.00 ; About This
Item. Chicago, IL: Frederick J. Drake & Co., 1929. 1st Edition .
Hardcover. Good-. 8vo - over 7¾ - 9¾" ...
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